
DOULUO DALU

Tang Sect, the most famous martial arts sect of all. By stealing its most secret teachings to fulfill his dreams, Tang San
committed an unforgivable crime. With his.

What really sets this anime above the rest are the combat scenes. How will Tang Sen survive this world and
how will his legend unfold? It stutters. Shelves: reincarnation , wuxia-world Quite good, this chinese novel
translated by a group of passionate persons has really left a good impression on me, what really felt great
about this novel and made it different from other chinese wuxia is the group interaction in which the main is
part of and their developement throughout tournaments and combat. First is the animation. It's extremely
jarring during some of the most important scenes of the anime. The second problem with the anime is product
placement. I recommand it especially to people who search something that contain teamwork fighting, by the
way the cover on this page is really bad. Earlier reviews wouldn't have seen this because it didn't start until
episode  The way combat is choreographed and animated in Doulou Dalu is the best I've ever seen. Clearly the
rendering or encoding is suffering from a major defect but apparently nobody bothered to fix this problem.
Yes, the animation, great as it is, stutters. This style of novel writing mixes traditional Chinese folk tales and
mythology with the ones of foreign language and heritage. Doing so was considered to be a crime. Luckily,
after three episodes the animation team wizened up and switched to a commercial format. With a pang of huge
guilt, he decided to end his life as a punishment for his crimes. But one day, he got blinded in the need of
divine powers. Given that the episodes are already very short, adding commercials into the main story
would've been the death knell for this series. Point is, we know the story is excellent because it originates with
Doulou Dalu. I've watched a lot of combat anime! For the entire series. This is a dealbreaker. Nothing but the
lives of mystical battle souls. Every episode. In the world of douluo where might make right and strength
dictate the law, a man in reincarnated and start anew as the son of a blacksmith, he keep the memories of his
past life as a genius of 'Tang sect' the most reputed assassin group of his past world, these memories of martial
skills will help him in a continent where each person has a spirit that is inhirited, as it turn out he has a 'trash'
spirit but with a remarkable potential, we follow him as he enter an academy that is designed for 'monsters'
geniuses with outstanding growth, as it turn out the academy had 3 students that is until he enters This story
remain fun and exciting, the humour is pleasant in the context of some powers and doesn't turn to the
ridiculous. Unfortunately, there are two major downsides. There's a minute and a half which are entirely
devoted to a weird-looking floating tea leaf. The Tang Sect was seeing its entire glory as it was the the most
famous martial arts sect of all. But instead of dying, he gets reincarnated into a totally different world. Having
himself found in the world of Douluo Dalu Novel, he begins an adventure he never wanted. For more than
years, no one in the sect saw a genius as effective as him. Overall this anime has a lot of promise which is
overshadowed by some poor choices from the animation team. A world without magic, martial arts, and
grudges. The Douluo Dalu novel forms its plot and storyline in the quite significant genre of Chinese novels
called Xuanhuan. I personally hope these issues are remedied for the next installment because Doulou Dalu
deserves better treatment from this studio.


